Accuracy of PARTwear inertial sensor and Optojump optical measurement system for measuring ground contact time during running
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Abstract: The aim of this study was to validate the detection of ground contact time (GCT) during running in two differently working systems: a small inertial measurement sensor, PARTwear (PW), worn on the shoe laces, and the optical measurement system, Optojump (OJ), placed on the track. Twelve well-trained subjects performed 12 runs each on an indoor track at speeds ranging from 3.0 - 9.0 m·s⁻¹. GCT of one step per run (total 144) was simultaneously obtained by the PW, the OJ, and a high-speed video camera (HSC), whereby the latter served as reference system. The sampling rate was 1,000 Hz for all methods. Compared to the HSC, the PW and the OJ systems underestimated GCT by -1.3 ±6.1% and -16.5 ±6.7% (p-values < .05), respectively. The intraclass correlation coefficients between PW and HSC and between OJ and HSC were .984 and .853 (p-values < .001), respectively. Despite the constant systematic underestimation of GCT, analyses indicated that PW successfully recorded GCT over a wide range of speeds. However, results showed only moderate validity for the OJ system, with increasing errors when speed decreased. In conclusion, the PW proved to be a highly useful and valid application, and its use can be recommended not only for laboratory settings but also for field applications. In contrast, data on GCT obtained by OJ during running must be treated with caution, specifically when running speed changes or when comparisons are made with GCT data collected by other measurement systems.
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INTRODUCTION

When running, the only moment to generate propulsive force is during the ground contact time (GCT), which is the period between the initial contact with the ground and the subsequent toe-off. The ability to produce and transmit high amounts of muscular force to the ground over a short period of time is a major determinant of performance in running (37, 38). It has been demonstrated that runners with shorter GCT were not only faster but also more energy efficient than runners with longer GCT (27, 34). Kong and colleagues (23) argued that shorter GCT might be related to good running economy because there is less time for the braking force to decelerate forward motion of the body. This can be based on the mass-spring model of running, which states that higher leg stiffness results in shorter GCT. Less economical runners are shown to have a more slacken running style during ground contact as reflected by the low vertical stiffness (21). Morin and coworkers (25) demonstrated that 90 - 96% of the variance in leg stiffness can be explained by GCT, whether GCT is directly controlled, or indirectly controlled through its close relationship with step frequency (25). Generally,
with increasing speed the GCT decreases (6, 19, 20, 29, 38). An increase in speed of 0.6 m·s⁻¹ usually results in a GCT decrease of 15 to 28 ms. However, it has been shown that even at an equivalent speed, sprinters have a shorter GCT than distance runners (11, 36). This might be due to differences in their muscle fiber distribution and striking patterns. Notwithstanding, having the ability to decrease GCT may benefit distance runners and sprinters during certain stages of their races and can make the distinction between becoming first or second. Fast running over whichever distance depends on many factors, such as force application, stretch-shortening cycle, joint angle, or step frequency. Yet, at the end it comes all down to the ground contact, because only during that time the propulsive ground reaction force impulse can be generated. Moreover, by measuring GCT during an entire course of a run, asymmetries in running style and changes due to fatigue can be detected. Hence, objective information on GCT could be relevant to monitor and regulate the training of athletes. On one hand, shorter GCT can be the training target, for instance during acceleration or final stages of a course. On the other hand, shorter GCT can be the training outcome to evaluate if a training intervention, such as a specific exercise, was successful.

To assess GCT, many different devices, such as force plates, optical timing systems, and optical motion capture systems, have been used (6, 12, 13, 16, 36). From these previous investigations, video techniques and force plates were recommended as the gold standard to measure GCT or flight time (e.g. to determine vertical jump height; 1, 10, 22, 29, 33). Of these two systems, video has the advantage of high spatio-temporal resolution to clearly determine and visualize the phase of contact without the need to pre-process (e.g. filter) the data. In contrast, data obtained from force plates rely on filtering methods and step detection thresholds that may significantly affect GCT (10, 15). In general, data collection with the aforementioned devices mostly takes place in laboratory settings or at least in confined conditions due to the sensitivity of the devices and/or the need for a standardized infrastructure. Furthermore, the measurement area is often limited, allowing the assessment of only a few steps. Besides the costly laboratory setting, the acquisition, maintenance costs, and expertise to operate such gold standard systems are additional factors that hamper their implementation on a regular basis in field situations. However, training assessment in field situations is important because
treadmills do not perfectly simulate natural running and cannot replicate outdoor conditions (26). Furthermore, laboratory tests mostly take place on an infrequent basis, 1 to 2 times a year, which is not practical for an ongoing training routine or during periods of thematic priority (39). If specific emphases are set, immediate and frequent feedback is necessary to verify changes in performance and to understand how a specific technique/skill is changed (3). Objective information on GCT, in terms of augmented feedback is needed, because neither the athlete, the coach nor the researcher can accurately perceive GCT without the help of an external measurement system. Furthermore, to gain more insight in the area and consequences of GCT, more regular field based data, over entire training and competition distances and not only a few steps, are required. Hence, there is a need for affordable, light-weighted, and easy to operate systems that reliably and precisely measure GCT in real time.

There are devices on the market that measure GCT outside the laboratory (4, 7). These are either small, body-wearable inertial measurement sensors, or portable optical timing systems which can be placed on the track. In previous studies, systems measuring parameters of vertical jump performance, like flight time, jumping height, or GCT, were validated and their measurement errors were quantified (8, 15, 17, 32). However, to date, it is not clear whether these results can be transferred to running, where acceleration changes occur not only in a vertical but also in a horizontal direction. This additional horizontal direction leads to different foot angles during initial ground contact and toe-off and much shorter GCT than in vertical jumping. Furthermore, the different running disciplines require a wide range of running speeds. Hence, the variety of movement velocity is much greater in running than in jumping. Evaluated measurement systems, such as inertial measurement units or photocell mats, showed limitations in the estimation of accurate GCT depending on running speed (29, 36).

Hence, the aim of the present study was to investigate the concurrent validity of a new inertial measurement sensor and an established optical measurement system to detect GCT during running on an indoor track. For this purpose, data were collected at different running speeds and compared to the data obtained with a high-speed video camera.
METHODS

Experimental Approach to the Problem

The experimental devices to measure GCT were the inertial measurement sensor PARTwear (PW; HuCE-microLab, University of Applied Sciences, Biel, Switzerland) and the optical measurement system Optojump (OJ; Optojump Next, Microgate, Bolzano, Italy). As gold standard, a high-speed video camera system (HSC; Camera Marathon Ultra CL600, Videal AG, Niederötz, Switzerland) was used. Data assessment took place on a completely even indoor track and participants wore their own running spikes, alike during competition. To ensure measurement system accuracy for a range of speeds, each subject was asked to perform three sets of four runs over a distance of 40 m at individual maximal sprinting, intense, and normal training speed. Speeds were self-selected to allow for natural running technique. For each run, one step was analyzed 30 m from the start. To test the PW’s and OJ’s validity, GCT were simultaneously registered by all three measurement systems worn by the same subject.

Subjects

Five female and seven male volunteers (25.3 ±3.2 years, 174.4 ±7.9 cm, 64.8 ±10.2 kg) were recruited to participate in this study. All volunteers were high-level running athletes, of whom six were athletes of the xy national middle distance squad. Furthermore, they were all familiar with the procedure, the possible risks involved, and gave their written informed consent before data collection. The Institutional Review Board of the Federal Office of Sport, in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki, approved the study protocol.

Equipment/Devices

The PW sensor is relatively small (3.8 x 3.7 x 0.8 cm) and light (13 g) and it is fixed to the lace of the shoe. The sensor consists of a 9-axis MotionTracking™ device MPU-9150 (InvenSense, Inc., San Jose, CA, USA) that combines a 3-axial accelerometer, a 3-axis gyroscope, and a 3-axis magnetometer. Accelerometer data was recorded with a full-scale range of ±16 g and a sampling rate of 1,000 Hz. Data transmission was established via Bluetooth and data processing took place by the
proprietary software (HuCE-microLab, University of Applied Sciences, Biel, Switzerland). The respective algorithm recognized patterns in the acceleration signal collected on the foot, such as local minima and maxima, to determine initial ground contact and toe-off. The second device, the optical measurement system OJ, consists of two 100 x 4 x 3 cm bars with a sampling rate of 1,000 Hz. The OJ bars communicate continuously by optical light-emitting diodes (LEDs), whereby the bars function as both transmitting and receiving units for the LED signals. Each of the bars contains 96 LEDs, positioned 3 mm from ground level at 1.04 cm intervals. The system detects any interruption in communication between the LEDs and thereby derives the GCT. The system was connected via USB to a personal computer and data were processed by the proprietary software (Optojump software, version 1.9.0, Microgate, Bolzano, Italy). The high-speed video camera (HSC) MarathonUltra with 1,000 Hz sampling rate and an image size of 800 x 600 served as the reference device. To ensure the best possible light conditions for the HSC lens, additional lights spotlighted the setup. For the offline evaluation of GCT of every videotaped step, the motion analysis software MarathonPro (Videal AG, Niederönz, Switzerland) was used. Average horizontal speed over the course of each trial was assessed using portable timing lights (Witty timer, Microgate, Bolzano, Italy).

**Procedures**

Participants were asked to avoid strenuous training the day prior to testing and to bring their own running shoes with spikes. On the test day, participants performed the warm-up protocol they usually follow before performing maximal sprints. Then, participants were equipped with two PW sensors, tightly fixed by elastic straps to the laces of each shoe. Subsequently, subjects performed three sets of four 40 m runs on an indoor track. The three speeds were introduced as being representative of individual maximal sprinting, intense, and normal training. The measurements took place in that order to ensure that athletes warmed-up adequately, hence, to prevent injury. A rest period of at least 3 min was provided between trials. In the first 20 m, subjects accelerated so they could maintain a constant running speed throughout the following 20 m. The running speed was measured over the second 20 m by timing lights placed 1.2 m high. The OJ bars and HSC were installed 30 m from the starting line. The HSC was placed at surface level at a distance of 2 m from the track. The limited area of 1 x 1 m,
where the HSC and the OJ recorded data, was marked with yellow tape and well-lighted by extra spotlights. Subjects were instructed to run naturally over this 1 x 1 m area. If the participants failed to hit the marked area or performed an unnatural step to hit the target, the trial was repeated after the 3 min recovery time. For each valid trial, one step was simultaneously recorded by the PW, the OJ, and the HSC and analyzed offline. The analysis of the GCT of every videotaped step was executed on-screen by visual inspection through three independent observers. The GCT was obtained from the first frame where the foot landed on the ground until the last frame before take-off. The three observers stated no difficulties in defining initial foot contact and toe-off. In the few cases of inter-rater differences of more than 3 ms per GCT, the steps were reanalyzed. According to Hasegawa et al. (19) all evaluated steps were considered as either forefoot or midfoot strikes.

Statistical Analysis

According to the present research design, each step was entered into the calculation as a single case. The mean values and standard deviations of the runs were retained for each measurement system. For each measurement system a total of 12 out of 144 values were excluded from the analyses due to a technical failure of one of the devices. Normality of the data was assumed because the ratio of skewness to the standard deviation of skewness did not exceed ±2.0. Concurrent validity of the PW and the OJ were investigated using intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) with 95% confidence intervals and Bland and Altman systematic bias ±random errors. Bland and Altman plots were used to visualize systematic differences in GCT predictions. The systematic bias represents the absolute difference between the measurement systems, and the random errors are calculated by the standard deviations of the difference between PW and HSC and OJ and HSC, respectively, and then multiplied by 1.96. Together they form the 95% limits of agreement (2, 5). Furthermore, a repeated measures ANOVA was executed to evaluate the occurrence of systematic differences between the measurement systems (independent variables) on GCT (dependent variable), followed by Bonferroni-corrected post hoc analyses in case of significant overall effects. Mauchly’s test was applied to assess sphericity. Cohen’s d effect sizes were calculated using means and standard deviations to assess meaningfulness of differences (9, 14). The effect sizes of > 0.8, 0.8 - 0.5, 0.5 - 0.2, and < 0.2 were regarded as large,
moderate, small, and trivial, respectively. Pearson tests were employed for the calculation of correlations between GCT and speed, and also between GCT and absolute differences. To evaluate reproducibility, inter-trial reliability was assessed with ICCs and coefficients of variation (CVs) over all runs separated according to the three relative running speeds. The ICCs and CVs of the PW and the OJ were compared with the values computed by the HSC. The statistical analyses were executed with SPSS 22.0 (Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) and the results were considered as significant if \( p \leq .05 \).

Table 1 about here

RESULTS

The mean GCT of all analysed steps measured by the PW, the OJ, and the HSC were 149.3 ±35.8 ms, 127.1 ±32.4 ms, and 152.9 ±39.3 ms, respectively (Table 1). Considering all running speeds, shorter GCT were registered for both the PW (-1.3 ±6.1%) and the OJ (-16.5 ±6.7%) compared to the HSC. The systematic bias ±random errors and ICCs can be observed in Table 2 and Figure 1. Repeated measures ANOVA for all running speeds showed the occurrence of significant systematic differences between the three measurement systems \( F (1.63, 218.73) = 365.93, p < .05 \). As Mauchly’s test indicated that the assumption of sphericity had been violated \( \chi^2 (2) = 33.94, p < .001 \), the Greenhouse-Geisser corrected tests were reported \( (\varepsilon = .82) \) for the repeated measures ANOVA. The differences between the PW and the HSC were considered as trivial (.10) and between the OJ and the HSC as moderate (.72). In all devices, shorter GCT were registered when the running speed increased. Significant correlations (all \( p \)-values < .001) between speed and GCT were revealed within the PW \( (r = -.847) \), the OJ \( (r = -.816) \), and the HSC \( (r = -.897) \), respectively. The correlation between the absolute difference and the mean was non-significant between the PW and the HSC \( (r = -.137, p = .112) \) but significant \( (r = -.518, p < .001) \) when comparing the OJ with the HSC. With increasing respective mean values for GCT, the difference between the OJ and the HSC increased (Figure 1). The inter-trial ICCs of GCT per speed were high and similar within the PW (.911 - .960) and the OJ (.951 - .971) to those calculated for the HSC (.864 - .978). In the same way, the CVs were relatively
low and similar among all three systems ranging from 2.9 – 3.8%, 2.5 – 3.3%, and 2.6 – 3.0% in the PW, the OJ, and the HSC, respectively.

DISCUSSION

This study sought to examine the validity of the inertial measurement sensor PW and the optical measurement system OJ, when obtaining GCT on an indoor track at different running speeds. The major findings of the present investigation were that the PW demonstrated strong concurrent validity, whereas the OJ showed less valid GCT recordings compared to data measured with the HSC. The PW and the OJ underestimated the GCT compared to the HSC, resulting in trivial and moderate Cohen’s d effect sizes, respectively.

The PW has only recently been introduced to the market and, as such, previous research has not addressed the validity of this system. Our results show a small, but significant underestimation (-1.3 ±6.1%) of the GCT. A possible explanation for the underestimation might be a bias in the detection of toe-off by the sensor algorithm (24, 30). It was stated that the signal at toe-off is not as pronounced as the initial contact, particularly at higher speeds, resulting in shorter GCT. This would be in line with the present results displaying the lowest ICC between the PW and the HSC at maximal speed (ICC = .808, CI95% .653 - .894). Yet, the overall ICC between the PW and the gold standard for the whole range of velocities was very strong (ICC = .984, CI95% .977 - .989), indicating a good practical application. Furthermore, the differences were systematic, that is, the PW algorithm seemed to be consistently valid across running speeds (3.0 – 9.0 m·s⁻¹). This is an important finding as a previous study suggested that measurement errors during sprint running cannot automatically be extended to distance running when using inertial measurement sensors (4). They argued that the higher explosiveness in sprint running compared to distance running leads to differences in shock, vibration, and/or damping that would affect measurement accuracy. However, it has to be mentioned that previous studies evaluating inertial measurement sensors faced some serious limitations as either the
sensor or the reference system or both operated at low temporal resolution (4, 31). Lastly, previous studies also revealed that the more distal the sensor was located (i.e., the closer the sensor was to the foot) the more accurate the detection of GCT (30). In the present study, the PW was fixed on the shoe, which probably contributed to the high measurement accuracy across running speeds.

The OJ is an established testing device. The system is portable, though data acquisition is limited to a confined area and straight tracks. Despite its popular application, the OJ has only been validated so far for vertical jumps (8, 17). In the present study, significant lower GCT values (-16.5 ±6.8%) were registered by the OJ than by the HSC. Moreover, the differences were affected by the running speed. Slower speeds induced a greater underestimation of GCT. This finding is in accordance with Ogueta-Alday et al. (29) who revealed in their study that contact differences between a contact laser system and an HSC decreased when running speed increased and stabilized above 4.5 m·s⁻¹. Similar findings were reported by Viitasalo et al. (36). They explained this phenomenon by the faster foot speed during initial contact and toe-off at higher velocities resulting in more reliable contact values. It was assumed that the height of the measurement system from ground level could be neglected with increased foot speed. Noteworthy, when using the OJ for the detection of GCT during vertical jumps and not during running, an overestimation of the GCT was observed (18, 29, 36). This overestimation was explained by the fact that the LEDs from the OJ bars are placed at a relative height of approximately 3 mm from the ground, thus, resulting in a total of 6 mm vertical travel distance that is considered as ground contact although the subject is airborne. It was therefore previously argued that this LED raise with respect to the ground causes an interruption of the transmitter-receiver circuit slightly before the foot lands and slightly after it takes off; thus, resulting in an overestimation. It is now difficult to explain the opposite effect; the underestimation of GCT observed in the present running study. There is no comparable data available testing the OJ system with spikes. The spikes might have irritated the LEDs e.g., the reflection at landing and toe-off. Furthermore, the underestimation might be due to random variations in switching on/off of the optical bars during ground contact (8). In other words, the 1.04 cm interval of LEDs might not be recurrent enough. Or else, due to the forefoot or midfoot strikes, subjects’ heels only partly touched the ground during an
entire ground contact or intermittently interrupted the transmitter-receiver circuit, respectively. This might have caused measurement errors in the OJ system. However, we can only speculate that one or more of the aforementioned factors might have biased the calculation of GCT greater at slower running speeds when using the OJ. Nevertheless, the current results indicate that the underestimation by the OJ makes a comparison across studies and measurement systems problematic.

Good reliability was demonstrated for both evaluated systems. The ICCs and CVs were very similar among all measurement systems. The slight differences in running speed between individuals and trials reflected variations as they occur in a natural testing situation like in the present study. Due to the fact that each step was simultaneously measured by all three devices, worn by the same subject, we are confident that reliability for each device holds. The confirmation of the reproducibility allows strength and conditioning professionals to be confident of using the PW or OJ to measure GCT, whereby measured changes in GCT would reflect true changes in GCT.

The strength of the present study is the usage of a very sophisticated HSC as gold standard, with a high frequency and high resolution (35). Moreover, the installation of the HSC at surface level allowed for untainted determination of exact ground contact. Furthermore, as the monitoring of GCT is mainly important for high-level runners, only these specific subjects were recruited (28).

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS

Monitoring GCT is important to strength and conditioning professionals, as GCT explains 90 – 96% of the variance in leg stiffness (25). Higher leg stiffness in turn is related to better running economy. The regular measurement of GCT can help design training sessions to improve running technique, such as GCT itself or a related parameter. The results demonstrated that the PW is a valid and accurate method to assess GCT. Indeed, the ICCs between the PW and the HSC were very high. Considering practical and clinical significance, the PW has the advantage of being much more feasible than a HSC and appears to be a promising device for athletes and coaches to regularly monitor field training sessions for the following reasons: First, athletes are hardly affected by the
sensors during training due to their small size, light weight, and simple mounting on the shoe laces; Second, the PW can record GCT at every step, without the limitations of track length or running direction (e.g. curves), which would mean a high practical interest for athletes, coaches, and researchers. As an example, asymmetries can be detected, the course of fatigue, or small differences between subjects or situations; Third, the PW has the potential to support real-time training monitoring for a group of athletes, whereas the HSC, the OJ, and most other systems can only measure one athlete at a time; Fourth, due to its consistency over a wide range of running speeds, the PW can be used by athletes at different levels and disciplines i.e., short and long distances. The OJ system proved to be less accurate for the detection of GCT during running, and therefore, seems less valid for the interchangeable use in sports and research. Surprisingly, the good measurement accuracy of the OJ reported for vertical jumps cannot be confirmed when assessing GCT in running. It seems that different requirements are needed for the accurate detection of GCT while running with spikes in a horizontal direction. Nevertheless, our data indicate a good reliability, hence, the OJ system can still be recommended for the systematic monitoring of GCT during training. In addition, the capability of this system to measure other parameters, such as step frequency, step length, flight time, etc., highlights the potential of the OJ as an effective measurement tool for strength and conditioning professionals. However, the comparison of GCT values obtained with the OJ with those from other devices is not recommended.
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Figure 1. Bland and Altman plots of the ground contact times (GCT) for all speeds: PARTwear (PW) vs. high-speed video camera (HSC; left) and Optojump (OJ) vs. HSC (right). Dashed lines show the limits of agreement, defined by the range of 1.96 standard deviations above and below the systematic bias, whereas the solid lines represent the systematic biases.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speed</th>
<th>PARTwear</th>
<th>Optojump</th>
<th>High-speed video camera</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All speeds (6.2 ±1.6 m·s⁻¹)</td>
<td>149.3 ±35.8</td>
<td>127.1 ±32.4</td>
<td>152.9 ±39.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximal speed (8.0 ±0.5 m·s⁻¹)</td>
<td>118.3 ±11.6</td>
<td>100.6 ±11.5</td>
<td>117.5 ±9.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intense training speed (6.2 ±0.7 m·s⁻¹)</td>
<td>145.5 ±20.9</td>
<td>122.6 ±19.3</td>
<td>147.4 ±20.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal training speed (4.3 ±0.7 m·s⁻¹)</td>
<td>185.5 ±21.7</td>
<td>159.5 ±30.4</td>
<td>194.6 ±34.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Concurrent validity of PARTwear (PW) and Optojump (OJ) with high-speed video camera (HSC) data, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speed Type</th>
<th>PW vs. HSC</th>
<th>OJ vs. HSC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Systematic bias [ms]</td>
<td>-1.9*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All speeds (6.2 ±1.6 m·s⁻¹)</td>
<td>Random error [ms]</td>
<td>±17.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deviation to reference [%]</td>
<td>-1.3 ±6.1</td>
<td>-16.5 ±6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICC (95% CI)</td>
<td>.984* (.977 -.989)</td>
<td>.853* (-.137 -.960)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maximal sprinting speed (8.0 ±0.5 m·s⁻¹)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Systematic bias [ms]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deviation to reference [%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICC (95% CI)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intense training speed (6.2 ±0.7 m·s⁻¹)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Systematic bias [ms]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deviation to reference [%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICC (95% CI)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Normal training speed (4.3 ±0.7 m·s⁻¹)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Systematic bias [ms]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deviation to reference [%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICC (95% CI)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. ICC = intraclass correlation coefficient; CI = confidence interval. * p < .05.